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As it has become a tradition for my WBA articles, this article is again addressed to fellow 
young professionals. However, I encourage you to share this not only with young 
professionals in broadcasting, but any working young professional. 
 
This past week I was at our weekly Rice Lake Rotary Club meeting. For any of you not 
familiar with Rotary, it’s an international group that focuses on 1 thing: Service Above Self. 
As a Rotarian, I enjoy the time spent with many of the movers and shakers of the 
community. But one thing that I’ve noticed when I look around our meeting room is the lack 

of members under the age of 35 (you wouldn’t need 2 hands to count them all). 
 
That’s why I wanted to take the time to stress how important it is as a young professional to give, in either 
time or money. It’s not just a kind gesture, it’s a necessity that we as young professional set aside something 
that we can give to our community. 
 
The reason why is it so crucial for us to be involved, I believe, is because volunteer groups are starving for 
young, fresh faces with innovative minds. Younger professionals provide new insights, with great ideas that 
can keep an organization moving forward. You’d be quite surprised at how an idea you have that may seem 
so simple, can actually be revolution to an organization that hasn’t had a new perspective in a while! That 
leads to renewed excitement within the organization who can then do so many things that impact your local 
community in positive ways! I understand how overwhelming it seems to just be starting in your profession. 
You might be saying “I am SOOO busy right now, I can’t possibly volunteer for something. I can always do 
that when I’m older and more established.” If you think you’ll have more time when you’re 10 years older, 
just ask any of your elders if that’s the case for them. 
 
The truth is that we all have the same amount of time as everyone else in the world. You have 24 hours in a 
day, just as Steve Jobs had 24 hours in a day. You’d be surprised at how much you can do when you just 
simply dedicate a little time every month, maybe every week, consistently to a great cause. 
 
You’ll also notice something else as a side result of giving. Not only does giving do great things for your 
community, but you’ll be quite surprised at how much it impacts YOUR success! The pastor of my church 
once told me “JT, whatever time and money you give, God will give back to you 10 times over.” Not only 
does it make you feel good to give or volunteer, but getting involved in community groups like Rotary, 
Kiwanas, Junior Chamber, etc. can pay big dividends for your future! You establish great connections with 
good people, and you create a good reputation amongst them. 
 
Now I’m not saying that you should just go out and join groups for just your own benefit. People will see 
through an attitude that transparent. But I do encourage you to go out with a charitable heart, with a purpose 
of making your community better, and you need not worry about the time you gave up, because IT WILL be 
paid back to you! 
 



And regardless of whatever success you find in your profession, I guarantee you nothing will feel better than 
knowing of the impact you made on other people’s lives because of the few hours you gave. Knowing that a 
family can finally sleep on real beds instead of on the floor, or that a child can go to school because of the 
scholarship money you raised for them, is worth much more than the greatest success you could have right 
now! For me, it feels even better than landing my dream client (and I REALLY like making the big sales!). 

 


